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Animal agriculture has become a political issue. Funda-
mental conviction meets craft, taste meets tradition. The 
topic of whether and how we keep animals is lively de-
bated but only a few people have actual personal experi-
ence with animal husbandry.

Agriculture - especially when including animals - seems to 
be more than rational. It is emotional and existential. But 
if we as humanity are to adequately feed a growing pop-
ulation without compromising our livelihood, we need a 
collective understanding of the use of animal products 
that allows meaningful choices.

For this photo series, I met people who do their job with 
conviction, such who want to prevent it, and people who 
believe to already be living practical solutions.
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Animals that are freed from livestock farming find a 
home without conditions in animal sanctuaries. It is here 
that my work about farm animals found its beginning. I 
visited several farms in Switzerland to depict of the work 
of sanctuary owners and the everyday life on these farms.
This was my first independent project in which I was 
able to experiment with and overall develop my skills 
regarding perspectives and different lighting situations. 
I learned a lot about my compositions and found styles 
that inspired. So I tried to find them on the infrastructure 
and around the animals of the farms. The farms were 
a prime photographic playground to learn more about 
bringing the image in my head to life.

Animal Sanctuaries

jasonstu.com/09m2

https://www.jasonstu.com/09m2




The bicycle has already undergone several socio-cultural 
interpretations. It the past, it was often seen as a child’s 
toy, a mean of transporting loads, or a mean of transport  
for people from modest backgrounds, to name just a few 
examples.

Today, for many the bicycle is a piece of freedom - espe-
cially in car-centric, urban areas. The bicycle has become 
a symbol of self-determination and peaceful resistance 
against over-consumption and the pressure of an ever-in-
creasingly efficient society.

This photo series is about this urban, decelerated com-
munity, behind and on the bike.

- ongoing project

All Cycles Are Beautiful

jasonstu.com/acab

https://www.jasonstu.com/acab




Fascinated by small format photography, I have been 
exploring double exposure techniques. In particular  
compositions with the interaction of bodies and facial 
expressions on scenery.

Analog photography makes me observe more closely 
and actively question my visual language. I enjoy the 
experimental character of this process and the diversity 
of the results.

For me, film photography represents a conscious slow 
down. I discover a new appreciation of the final image 
and the value that comes with it.

Double Exposures & Film

jasonstu.com/film

https://www.jasonstu.com/film








During the current pandemic, our notions of communi-
ty are changing. Social distancing and the elimination of 
open spaces are shifting many of our interpersonal inter-
actions into the digital realm.

In my home, around 80 people live in a former hotel in 
the residential ‘Zürichberg’ area. They all share the expe-
rience of a global pandemic while living under one roof. 
They have become my club. What does community mean 
to them in such a circumstance at such a time?

For this work I discovered the house and the people 
around me in a new way. I met fellow residents I had not 
met before and sought new perspectives. My goal was to 
get their point of view and better understand, whom I’m 
sharing the floor with.

My Club

jasonstu.com/myclub

https://www.jasonstu.com/myclub






During the Covid-19 pandemic my grandfather had just 
been recovering from a serious surgical procedure. As a 
high-risk patient he was greatly affected by the measures 
taken. After not seeing him for months, I decided to visit 
him with caution in order to capture his life in his own 
home.

This series of photographs was an exercise in 
reportage photography for me. It gave me the opportu-
nity to discover a new side to my photography as well as 
to one of my closest loved ones.

Isolated





Since starting my journey in photography, I’ve had the 
opportunity to offer my skills commercially for Café Noir, 
the magazine „Vinum“ and a few self-employed indi-
viduals. The freedom of choosing how to realize those 
commissions proved to be challenging for a photogra-
pher with limited experience. Nevertheless, through con-
tinuous self-reflection and step by step, I mastered those  
objections to my satisfaction. 

The Vinum job was my first paid photography job ever. 
Being thrown into the cold water was a wake-up call for 
me. This gave me a motivational boost and made me dive 
deeper into the medium of photography and improve my 
work. It also strengthened my ability to look at my pho-
tography from a different perspective - like the customers 
one.

Commercial photography

Vinum Magazine, Edition 10/20

https://www.jasonstu.com/commercial

https://www.vinum.eu/ch/magazin/reportagen/2020-dch/10/swiss-wine-list-award-2020/
https://www.jasonstu.com/commercial




In essence, what fascinates me about photography is the 
possibility to narrate real situations in an abstract way. Al-
though the photography always reflects a part of reality, 
the variety of depictions seems endless. How a room, a 
person, an object or a moment is photographed, which 
composition and which visual angle are used, and how 
these photographs complement each other, how they are 
presented - all this contributes to conveying the visual 
story. 

My interest in photography was first sparked by features 
in magazines like Republik (rebublik.ch). Although I no-
ticed an affinity for the image early on, it was here that 
I discovered a way of presenting visual content that ap-
pealed to me. The images seemed to carry the stories. 
They give a holistic impression of what is written without 
telling too much. Often, details seem to be the deciding 
factor. That’s how I came to be aware of photographers 
in documentary and portrait photography like Goran Ba-
sic, Joel Huhn, Yves Bachmann or Thomas Egli. 

I embarked on a journey to find out what attracted me to 
these images by starting my own documentary photogra-
phy projects to analyze the images and their impact. I 
quickly came across the concept of visual storytelling and 
conceptual photography. Especially the works of Chris-
tien Meindertsma, Jos Jansen or Henk Wildschut fasci-
nated me.

By studying, I seek to gain new perspectives on the me-
dium of photography and especially on visual commu-
nication, which may well go beyond photography itself. 
I would like to discover new ways of critically reflecting 
on myself and my environment and visually depicting this 
process - visually representing my thoughts and words.

Communication with other people fascinates me. Inter-
acting visually with an audience leaves me more creative 
paths open compared to writing alone or the spoken 
word. Visual communication is multifaceted, multidimen-
sional and demanding. It challenges the person creating 
and viewing it and seems to me like a puzzle designed to 
make the viewer think and through its aesthetics not only 
motivates the viewer to solve it but inspires him or her to 
see things differently, too.

Photography, for me, is the basis for a free and personal 
visual communication. When moments can be captured 
and photographed individually, the result is an independ-
ent way of looking at things. I would like to build on this 
basis and develop my own visual language with which 
I can express myself in the world and inspire others the 
way I have been inspired.
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